Changes made to the transmittal form (a.k.a Funding Proposal smartforms)
In order to reduce administrative burden on PI’s and research administrators across campus, we have
implemented some changes to the transmittal form aka proposal smart forms. These changes help us
automate a few key processes like F&A distribution, and proposal submission assignment. Below is an
outline of these changes.
Project Workspace – summary info related to project

When a draft proposal is created in the portal, a Pre‐Award Proposer is assigned. This is the person that
will be responsible for the review/submission of your proposal.
Smartforms:
1. This is the information that will be used to create chartstrings, distribute academic credit, F&A
return, and determine compliance requirements

The submitting institution should be University of Georgia Research Foundation, Inc., unless
the RFP stipulates that the submission must be from a University.
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2.
The Management unit will be embedded in the chartstring (formerly known as the UGA account
number). Making sure the correct department number is provided is extremely important as
the department number is part of the chart string. Providing the wrong department number will
result in errors in the chart string at award time.

3.
This will replace internal subaccounts. If this question is answered yes, a Co‐PI in the other
department(s) must be identified and a detailed budget and detailed budget justification must
be provided.

4.
In order to ensure that the Pre‐Award Proposer assigned to your proposal has adequate time to
review and submit the proposal, the due date is required.
5. These three questions will be used to create the portions of the chartstring.
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6. This information will help identify any potential Export Control issues. If Yes is selected, you
must provide additional info. Click +Add and the screen below will open.

If you answered yes to question #8 (Are any foreign locations being used…?), additional
information will be required on the Additional Personnel page.

Click +Add and the screen below will open.
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7. Previously F&A was distributed manually on an annual basis based on information provided on
this page. With People Soft we will be able to use the data on this page to automatically
distribute F&A on a monthly basis. Since this process is being automated, it is extremely
important that the correct departments and corresponding percentages are provided.

8. The effort committed by the PI and other senior and key personnel will be tracked for all project
types, regardless of funding source. The SPA Pre‐Award Proposer will record this information.
If you are a PI or a departmental person you do not need to fill out this page and you can
ignore it until an award is made.
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